Purposeful Padding in the Classroom

Transform teaching and learning in your classroom by purposefully using the iPads for engagement, creativity, innovation, collaboration, intervention, and publishing. Come discuss and learn how to set up an excellent iPad workflow that includes a core set of apps. In addition, learn how iTunes U and iBooks can be utilized to individualize instruction for students and maximize your class time.

Resources

Presentation - Prezi

Articles to Read:

iPad As...

Use the code below to enroll in my iTunes U course on Purposeful Padding in the Classroom! Lots of resources!

FVM-VDN-ZBE
or go to this link:

A Screenful of Apps

Drive  iTunes U  Skitch  Explain Everything  Garageband  Screenchomp

iBooks  Haiku Deck  Pages  Keynote  iMovie  Socrative (T)

Notability  Popplet  i-nigma  Touchcast  Keynote  Socrative (S)